The Centrifugal Compressor Quiet Package is available for 2 or 3 stage Vac-Con Fan Compressors.

The Centrifugal Compressor Quiet Package can be retrofitted to any Vac-Con Fan compressor by simply removing the existing outlet diffuser and installing the Centrifugal Compressor Quiet Package using the same hardware.

The chart below shows the dBA readings for a Vac-Con 3-Stage Centrifugal Compressor with Hydrostatic Drive, at full vacuum (200"), full engine speed (2400 rpm) with and without the silencer installed. Free air dBA’s are 2 dBA’s less than shown.

Features
- Reduces vacuum compressor discharge noise lower than the typical noise generated by other equipment on the chassis.
- Reduces vacuum compressor discharge noise by 5 dBA.
- Reduces vacuum compressor cavitation noise at full throttle.
- Stabilizes the full vacuum lift similar to a positive displacement blower.

Order Vac-Con part number 711-6188